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based platform for complex plant phenotyping tasks7
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• Non-invasive and precision monitoring of spatio-temporal plant growth.9

• Color-based method to address the overlapping object segmentation &10

localization problem.11

• All-in-one architectural framework design that enables single/multi-plant12

detection, generates extensive list of phenotypic traits, provides UX for13

monitoring plant health, and provision of real-time comparative visualiza-14

tion for tracking on day-to-day basis.15

• Coefficient of determination analysis of the digital estimated features with16

the field measured plant traits is done. An in-depth analysis of the related17

existing image-based phenotype tools are provided.18
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Abstract25

Plant phenotyping in general refers to quantitative estimation of the plant’s

anatomical, ontogenetical, physiological and biochemical properties. Analyzing

big data is challenging, and non-trivial given the different complexities involved.

Efficient processing and analysis pipelines are the need of the hour with the in-

creasing popularity of phenotyping technologies and sensors. Through this work,

we largely address the overlapping object segmentation & localization problem.

Further, we dwell upon multi-plant pipelines that pose challenges as detection

and multi-object tracking becomes critical for single frame/set of frames aimed

towards uniform tagging & visual features extraction. A plant phenotyping tool

named RTPP (Real-Time Plant Phenotyping) is presented that can aid in the

detection of single/multi plant traits, modeling, and visualization for agricul-

tural settings. We compare our system with the plantCV platform. The rela-

tionship of the digital estimations, and the measured plant traits are discussed

that plays a vital roadmap towards precision farming and/or plant breeding.

Keywords: phenotype, image processing, spectral, robotics, object26

localization, precision agriculture, plant science, pattern recognition, computer27

vision, automation28

1. Introduction29

The role of computers and electrical systems in agriculture has been in-30
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strumental from ages. There has been advancements in the development &31

application of computer hardware, software, and control systems that are useful32

for addressing different problems in agriculture, plant science research, etc. The33

development of complex computational techniques in the allied areas of image34

processing, communications, signal processing, HPC, IoT, AI, Big data, Cloud35

computing, machine learning, etc. are revolutionized by computers. How can36

one develop intelligent vision-based solutions has always been the underlying37

forefront problem being addressed given the tremendous amount of visual data38

that is exponential rising every day?39

Phenotyping is a key component of plant science research that are widely40

popular with the varied utility in practical application scenarios. High Through-41

put Phenotyping (HTP) has potentially opened new prospects for non-destructive42

analysis in comparison to their traditional counterpart, i.e., destructive conven-43

tional field-based methods. HTP platforms generate large amount of data mak-44

ing it a big data research problem. Extracting patterns and insights from large45

amount of raw data requires the use of different subject area knowledge of ma-46

chine learning, computer vision, analytics, mathematics, data science, big data,47

and others. One such application for predictive modeling and visualization of48

large-scale biological data is presented in [1]. Their application is built upon49

the data generated from the commercial phenotyping system (LemnaTec Scan-50

alyzer 3D imaging). Remote sensing technologies provide effective methods for51

exploration and study of the plant and crop traits. It offers high usability in the52

areas such as agriculture, mining, forestry, hydro applications, etc. Non-invasive53

detection of plant biophysical and chemical properties has always been the need54

of the hour [2], [3], [4], [5] with a high spatio-temporal resolution relevant to55

pervasive agriculture, and plant science research.56

Plant Stress phenotyping has also been one of the fore-front research ques-57

tion tackled by the plant community aimed towards improvement of the plant58

productivity. A number of approaches using imaging methods for stress-based59

phenotyping have been proposed in the past [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Hyper60

spectral imaging have also been used to study plant and crop traits [12], [13]. To61
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analyze spectral reflectance measurements an online tool is developed by [14].62

But, their work also have been built upon the data generated from two spectro-63

radiometer commercial vendors, i.e., ASD FieldSpec and Apogee SpectraWiz.64

Such, instruments being expensive, limit outreach to majority of the users. Arti65

et al. [15] discuss the machine learning, and deep learning [16] possibilities for66

plant stress phenotyping in agriculture. Similarly, Mochida et al. [17] provide a67

brief observations on the role of computer-vision based phenotyping, and review68

different aspects of computer vision for automated phenotyping systems. Also,69

genome-wide studies have been done using vision-based phenotyping applica-70

tions [18]. Lee et al. [19] developed an automated image-based plant pheno-71

typing system where the core of their system functionality lies in the machine72

learning based plant segmentation. Further, their work focuses on analyzing73

biomass (plant area) where the morphological changes can be visualized over74

time. We feel that these insights can’t be readily interpreted by the end-users75

who lack the complete technical know-how of their developed system. Also,76

the main drawback of their phenotype platform design is the need to adhere to77

a pot-based setup, with visual markers making it bound to be less realistic &78

readily usable for any scenario other than such pre-requisite environments.79

From the literature study, it is observed that most of the work done for80

phenotyping use commercial phenotyping systems. With such systems one can81

surely benefit from the extensive list of phenotypic traits generated from these82

platforms, but certainly not cost affordable to everyone’s need. Also, it is no-83

ticed that, there is no single end-to-end simple intuitive framework that detects84

the crop properties, track plant growth over the entire growth cycle from germi-85

nation to harvest period, while providing a GUI-based visualization comparisons86

reflecting the plant growth, and indicating the status on a real-time dynamic87

dashboard, so that corrective appropriate informed decisions can be made at the88

earliest. Further, an user-friendly intuitive platform is unavailable that enables89

multi-plant analysis at ease which doesn’t require the prerequisite of handling90

configurations & technical know-how to get started on-the-fly. It is observed91

that the vision-based phenotype tool that are available were mostly based &92
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designed for single plant frame, unlike suitable for the scenarios with multiple93

plants within the scene. While, further those few available ones had limita-94

tions, as being not suitable to real-world generalized use-case scenarios. To95

address these problems, we devised a browser-based light-weight image pheno-96

type framework for detection of plants, plant-traits, modeling, and visualization.97

An analysis of various closely related works & widely popular tools are given in98

Table 1.99

There are several limitations of the existing research works that are enlisted100

as follows:101

• No off-the-shelf plant phenotyping system handles multi-plant overlapping102

frame based object detection, segmentation, and localization.103

• Existing available state-of-the-art systems largely fail in such overlapping104

complex scenarios.105

• Efficient batch processing limitations were noticed with the existing tools.106

• No simple point-nd-click platform for multi-plant detection, tracking &107

analysis pipelines.108

To remove these research gaps, a new phenotype framework based on color-109

based segmentation is designed. The advantages of the proposed system are as110

follows:111

1. An end-to-end software pipeline for extracting visual features from raw112

data over the growth cycle from germination to harvest is designed, using113

which one can easily export the features/attributes estimated as time-114

series data over the entire period.115

2. All-in-one architectural design that enables single/multi plant detection,116

digital traits estimation, continuous monitoring, and real-time tracking117

with comparative visualization.118

3. Big data compliant with efficient batch processing.119

4. Algorithmic approach to achieve separation of touching/overlapping ob-120

jects.121
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A field trail was conducted at AASS, Örebro University, Sweden, during122

Oct-Nov 2019. The aim of this study was to test the determination of crop123

properties and phenotypic traits as related to spectral characteristics using our124

developed tool, while the images were acquired through our developed custom125

built-in low-cost 4-channel spectral imaging setup.126

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system.127

The data pipeline is presented in Section 3. The experimental settings are given128

in Section 4, followed by the evaluation, and discussion in Section 5. Finally,129

we conclude in Section 6.130

2. Method131

In this work, a new high-throughput phenotyping tool (RTPP) is proposed132

which enables plant detection & localization, phenotypic traits estimation, growth133

monitoring, and visualization of the traits with comparison to its previous134

days over the data logged interval period. The built software pipeline con-135

sists of image-acquisition, pre-processing, segmentation, tracking & localization,136

growth-analysis, and dynamic dashboard. The data pipeline allows accurate137

plant growth analysis that can handle large-scale image data. It processes such138

big data efficiently, extracting visual features from raw data, exporting these139

insights as numerical time-series data, and represent these in visual formats to140

help the users interpret & track plant growth continuously over the time-lapse.141

2.1. Motivations142

Overlapping object detection and localization is still an active ongoing re-143

search topic in the community. Let us take a simple example (Refer Figure144

1) to represent the problem that is more complex in practical real-world sce-145

narios. The major problem which occurs here is to achieve separation of the146

touching/overlapping objects. The overlapping leaves of different plants makes147

it difficult to be identified causing both plants to be masked together, and148

interpreted as a single plant. With this inference, the tracking & uniform la-149

beling of the plant towards assigning an unique ID becomes non-trivial. Also,150
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the plantID (tag) should remain constant over the entire growth cycle for the151

individual tracked plant from germination to harvest, while estimating the phe-152

notypic traits over time aimed for continuous growth monitoring. This urges the153

need of a real-time plant detector & continuous tracker aimed towards precision154

agricultural settings.155

2.2. Core Design156

RTPP uses vision based algorithmic techniques for plant detection, track-157

ing & localization, assigning unique label for each plant for continuous growth158

tracking and monitoring. It uses OpenCV [34], for image processing, which is159

the most widely used library for vision-based applications. The complete work-160

flow of our phenotyping system along with the image transformation module is161

as shown in Figure 2.162

The core engine of the platform efficiently processes the raw input images,163

and outputs the results in real-time for user’s with interpretable visual com-164

parisons of the phenotypic traits on-the-fly. The pipeline of the RTPP tool is165

depicted with flowchart workflow as shown in Figure 3.166

2.3. Plant Detector and Tracker167

We use the color space approach for building the real-time plant detector.168

There are various color spaces available, but the major ones are RGB, HSV and169

CMYK. For our work, we used the HSV color space, because it separates the170

color information from intensity, making it easier to segment an object. The171

working of the algorithm is as follows. Firstly, the RGB image is converted into172

HSV image. Then, the image is searched for green color channel. Next, the173

contours are found in the image followed by marking of the plants based on174

the contours. The algorithm automatically scans the possible range values to175

calculate masks over the image, so that each plant is detected properly, and no176

background is selected. Then, the masks are added together, and this final mask177

is used as a mask to AND (&) it with the original source image. That makes178

the plants pop-out correctly that can be used for further processing. Next,179
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the plants positions is to be detected for the bounding box construction. The180

masked image is used to detect plants position, followed by drawing imaginary181

boxes around them in the original source image. The image is morphologically182

closed, (i.e., dilation followed by erosion) and converted into a grayscale image.183

This image is then used to find the contour, which returns the details of all184

the individual external contours in the image. Further, the contours are looped185

over, and bounding box is constructed around the plants which meet a minimum186

area threshold criterion. While looping over, the vegetation indices of each187

plant is calculated using the formula mentioned in Table 2, while assigning188

unique ID to each plant in the process (Refer. Algorithm 1.). The algorithm189

uses the list initialized at the beginning that stores the information of number190

of plants in each column. It sorts all the plants first on the basis of their x-191

coordinates. Then, using the list, the sorted plants are again sorted on the192

basis of their y-coordinates in a chunk of number of columns, so that the plant193

at the top is selected first, and so on. The final plants list (matrix) is then194

transposed so as to get the plants row-wise, which is followed by looping over195

all the days, and assigning uniform tag, i.e., plantID to each plant in the multi-196

plant image frame. Our pipeline provides automation for extracting phenotypic197

features or statistics measuring GLI, SGR, VIGreen, RGR, NExG, Chlorophyll,198

and Nitrogen contents given a batch of single/multi-plant input images. The199

algorithm achieves the separation of touching/overlapping objects, localising200

individual plants & tracking it uniformly throughout, and estimating the traits201

day-wise. Further, the comparison of the extracted digital measures are done202

plant-by-plant basis over the entire growth cycle. Finally, the growth patterns,203

and trait changes can be visualized over time. The processed images are also204

outputted to the disk, and these insights are exported at individual plant-level205

written to flat csv files, that can be further used for any other analysis.206

2.4. Vegetation Indices Estimation207

RTPP estimates several vegetation indices within the spectral range of visible208

light (400 - 700 nm), and are summarized as given in Table 2.209
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Algorithm 1 Plant detection, Tagging, VI and Traits estimation

Input: Multi-plant frame with several ROI ROI1, ROI2, .., ROIn
Output: Multi-plant frame based plants detection, tagging, feature extraction

exported as time-series data

1: Create a list to store plants with their coordinates plants

2: Create a list to store plants positions rec

3: Create a list to store plant IDs plant ids

4: for every image I do

5: m < − search for optimal masks

6: bm < − bitwise-and(m)

7: bm gray < − grayscaling(bm)

8: pcs < − do contour detection(bm gray)

9: for number of contours in pcs do

10: calculate x, y, w, h and store it in rec; assign ID and store it in

plant ids; BB construction

11: calcIndandFeatures < − calculate all vegetation indices, chlorophyll,

nitrogen content

12: calcNitroChloro < − calcIndandFeatures()

13: storing all estimated measures with coordinates, plant positions, ID

14: end for

15: end for

16: return plants

We calculated the most common referred spectral indices in the visible range210

of the spectrum. These vegetation indices provide effective & non-destructive211

way for the exploration, and study of the plants & crops.212

2.5. Crop Vitality Features213

The tool also estimates the chlorophyll and nitrogen contents from the cap-214

tured raw data over the growth period, thereby useful to analyze plant’s bio-215

chemical properties. We follow the method proposed in [35]. These measure-216

ments were measured by the RGB channels of the color leaf images. The nitro-217

gen and chlorophyll content of the leaves are an indirect indicators of the health218

and nutrition status of the plant. After the contour is identified, and the area219

is calculated, we then averaged the Green (G), Red (R), and Blue (B) values of220

9



the leaf pixels, and estimated chlorophyll using the formulae,221

G− (R/2) − (B/2) (1)

For estimation of nitrogen content, we divided the averaged values by 255,222

to get the average in 0-1 range. Then, we find the max. and min. among223

these averaged values. Next, we find the HSB values. Once, these values were224

determined the nitrogen content was estimated using the formulae,225

((H − 60)/60 + (1 − S) + (1 −B))/3 (2)

3. Data Pipeline226

This section describes the data pipeline of the system, where the acquired227

data is processed, and the computed system generated features are exported.228

3.1. Data Input229

The raw image data formats supported currently by RTPP system are (a)230

PNG files (b) JPEG files. The algorithm scans the input folder to read the231

raw images, and outputs an error, if the files are missing or not of the specified232

file type. The naming convention of the input files to be read is of the format233

(RGB %Y%m%d %H%m%s.img ext) where img ext are of the types *.jpeg,234

*.jpg, *.png. Further, the date, timestamp, and days features are calculated235

based on this file naming convention.236

3.2. Data Output237

The processed image is outputted with the bounding box for each plant, and238

its assigned unique plantID. The processed image is then saved to the folder with239

the naming convention format as (RGB %Y%m%d %H%m%s.img ext). When240

all the plants are processed, the output images are then plotted on a figure.241

Using plotly, the figure is then outputted to dashboard for visualization.242
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3.3. Data Export243

The processed images are saved to the disk, and further the time-series244

traits measurements at the individual plant-level is exported as a flat csv file,245

that includes the following columns as described below.246

plantID — Date — Timestamp — Day — GLI — SGR — VIGreen — RGR247

— NExG — Chlorophyll — Nitrogen248

Figure 1: Example scenario - overlapping and

touching plants.
Figure 2: Overview of the proposed tool.

Figure 3: RTPP pipeline.
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4. Experiment249

This section describes the design of our robotic cultivation test-bed (LO-250

MAS++), i.e., the physical container environment used in the study. It also251

describes about the crop species being investigated, and further provides the252

information of the image acquisition process, and the pre-processing done. The253

field measured plant traits were Fresh Weight (gm), Dry Weight (gm), Height254

(cm), Leaf Area (cm2), Plant Biomass (%), Water Content (%). The experi-255

ments commenced from 03/10/2019 - 19/11/2019. The Plant Biomass [36] &256

Water Content [37] were estimated from the Fresh and Dry weights as given257

below.258

PlantBiomass = (DW/FW ) ∗ 100 (3)

WaterContent = ((FW −DW )/FW ) ∗ 100 (4)

4.1. Test-bed Setup259

The autonomous CNC test-bed prototype is aimed for high quality indoor260

growth, and monitoring of plants with an aim to optimize the cultivation while261

producing high quality yields. It is part of the AI.MEE (Autonomous Intelligent262

Systems for Enterprise and Exploration) project, and collaboration between263

Alfred Nobel Science Park, and Örebro University. The cultivation bed (Figure264

4) holds an area of approx. 190 x 140 cm, and the plants can grow as tall as 30-265

35 cm. The system is primarily designed using the aluminum extrusions, plates266

and brackets, which are driven by stepper motors, actuators, microcontroller,267

and raspberry pi computer. The low-level control and logic is based on ROS268

[38]. The telemetry sensors are interfaced through the firmata protocol, while269

the machine through G-protocol. A pool of sensors (pH sensor, temperature270

sensor, environmental sensor, soil moisture sensor, soil temperature & humidity271

sensor, lux sensor, array of MOX sensors, and quantum sensor) are interfaced272

as an IoT facility [39] monitoring the environmental conditions round-the-clock.273
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4.2. Image Acquisition274

The image of the cultivation scene is acquired through our custom built-275

in low-cost 4-channel spectral imaging setup based on Raspberry Pi (Figure276

5), mounted over a manipulator arm as seen in Figure 7 across different views277

respectively (back, side, and front). In the process aimed towards automation278

of the current manual manipulator arm setup with a motor [40], we began by279

validating it with a proof-of-concept. Our idea is based on a combination of PID280

control with Type-2 fuzzy logic (T2-F-PID) aimed for vibration control that is281

to-be incurred in such a mechanised automation setup. The designed instrument282

(MSI-RPi) is conceived to be a low-cost portable prototype based on the non-283

expensive open-source components. We used Raspberry Pi, Raspberry Pi micro284

camera, multiplexer, and different filters for prototyping the conceptual design.285

The schematic of our built spectral imaging system is presented in Figure 6.286

The core of the system is built assembly based on the open-source hardware287

platform. On the multiplexer board the four cameras were connected as seen288

(Refer Figure 6). The CSI camera port on the raspberry pi was connected to the289

multiplexer where the cameras are interfaced with three GPIO pins. The RGB290

images were acquired from one of these 4-channels having Raspberry Pi color291

camera module v2. The image acquisition software was developed in Python292

3.6 (http://python.org).293

The images were acquired continuously at an interval of 30 minutes starting294

8:00 am to 6:00 pm inclined to the default ON-OFF settings of the LED lamp295

in-place. Here, alternatively one can also use any RGB camera or even the296

smartphones to acquire the images that can be given as input to our phenotype297

tool. The latest captured image each day before the timeline of 6:00 pm was298

used as the source image from germination until the day of harvest.299

4.3. Crop Species300

Bok Choy (Brassica rapa subsp chinensis) or pak choi or pok choi is a type301

of chinese cabbage. This crop have a growth cycle of 5 - 7 weeks approx. This302

crop specie is also commonly referred to cabbage family.303
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Figure 4: CNC cultivation test-bed layout.

Figure 5: Custom-built low-cost multi-

spectral imaging setup.

Figure 6: MSI-RPi schematic.

Figure 7: Robotic Cultivation test-bed ac-

quiring images using spectral setup.

4.4. Image Transformation304

As the placement of our camera setup was side-ways, the result image was305

acquired with skew angle (tilt). As a first step, we needed to pre-process the306

images acquired by doing perspective transformation for adjusting the skew307

angle tilt. We used different methods provided by OpenCV library to transform308

the image.309

5. Results and Discussion310

The aim of this phenotyping tool is to allow easy tracking and evaluation of311

the plant growth in a non-invasive fashion. This is achieved with a web-based312

application having a simple UX capable of handling all technical complexities313

at the back-end visioned for real-time processing, and extracting visual features314
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from raw data at ease. The tool’s capability is evaluated on the experimental315

data. Further, the relationships between the field measured plant traits and316

remote estimated measures were deduced. Based on these relationships reliable317

indicators for the plant traits were identified.318

5.1. Core features319

One of the goal of this system is to estimate different phenotypic traits from320

the readily available raw image data quickly, while accommodating all the dif-321

ferent kind of users with regards to agricultural domain. The key features of the322

tool are: 1) Multi-plant pipeline for efficiently processing big data. 2) Browser323

based light-weight application allowing overlapping plant detection, tracking &324

localization, feature extraction, analysis and visualization with simple point &325

click interface. 3) Running the analysis pipelines doesn’t require any technical326

knowledge, thereby larger user-base can be benefited in general. 4) Estimation327

of important key vegetation indices to detect crop properties. 5) Estimation of328

the enhanced phenotypic traits. 6) Plant growth analysis and tracking (entire329

growth period). 7) Exporting of the insights as time-series data, i.e., extracted330

visual features from raw source images. 8) Dynamic real-time dashboard visu-331

alization for traits comparison.332

5.2. Evaluation of RTPP333

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our developed platform’s334

processing, detection & scaling capabilities, and also perform quantitative anal-335

ysis. We also compare it against the widely used, and well-known PlantCV336

[20] platform to verify its robustness, and applicability to real-world complex337

scenarios.338

5.2.1. Platform Validation339

The features in RTPP were evaluated on the real-world complex plant growth340

scenarios, (i.e., Multi-plant frame and overlapping/touching scenes). Multiplant341

image processing gets complex especially when the plants starts overlapping342
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(Figure 9). In such multi-plant pipelines, images with multiple plants are pro-343

cessed, and then individual plant are extracted. The challenge of such multi-344

plant frames are that each single plant can be composed of several contours,345

thereby needing some way for tracking all the contours, and clustering them to-346

gether. PlantCV provides such a pipeline with major assumptions like the image347

position doesn’t change drastically, and that the plants don’t overlap within the348

provided input frame. For multi-plant pipelines, images with multiple plants349

are processed which result in individual pictures for each plant, allowing a sec-350

ondary pipeline to be used. The challenge is that a single plant can be composed351

of several contours, therefore contours need to be sorted, and clustered together352

in some manner. The PlantCV provides several functions that help with multi-353

plant image processing. First, the clustering functions work by asking the user354

to provide an approximation of the number of desired “rows” and “columns”355

that they would like to split the image into. Accordingly, the grid is used as an356

approximate region to cluster contours within. The rotation and shift are the357

other provided functions that allow the image to be moved to optimize accurate358

clustering. The clustering functions will not work properly once the plants start359

overlapping, since contours would also start overlapping. We tested the overlap-360

ping multi-plant image frame scenes, for the results produced by our developed361

tool, and PlantCV as shown in Figure 8, and Figure 10 respectively.362

As observed, for the overlapping scene frame from the final days of the363

plant growth stage, plantCV fails drastically, where all the overlap contours364

are mapped as same single cluster, and so their platform isn’t able to identify365

all the individual plants within the scene (Figure 8). While, our tool is able366

to efficiently detect all the plants correctly, with tagging of the each individual367

plant by assigning an unique plantID (Figure 10) making the system more robust368

to the real-world complex use-cases. Here, one can notice that even a human369

eye also can’t distinguish between the individual plants easily and correctly,370

without the prior knowledge of the plantation itself which is achieved by the371

developed system.372

On contrary for the non-overlapping scene frame, i.e., the early days of the373
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Figure 8: PlantCV Evaluation: Plant detection of overlapping scene (Left-Right: week-4,

week-7)

plant growth cycle (Figure 11), plantCV works well where the clustering is374

almost done appropriately within the grid space identifying all the individual375

plants within the ROI.376

5.2.2. Quantitative Evaluation377

To evaluate the estimated digital measures calculated from the phenotype378

system, we considered the spectral data of the final harvest day (week-7) as field379

measures were taken at the time of harvest. The crop properties are generated380

by the system, that reflect measurements at a single measurement date with the381

ground truth measurements taken on that particular harvest day. General rela-382

tionships between the plant traits and remote detected measures are deduced.383

For each of the field measured traits good to very good (denoted by ***) rela-384

tionships to the remotely detected VI’s (Table 2) & crop vitality measures were385

identified, and their corresponding coefficient of determination are reported in386

Table 3.387

It is noticed that the spectral indices & enhanced crop features, are strongly388

correlated with the field measured plant traits especially FW, DW, biomass,389

and Water content.390
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Figure 9: Multiplant frame with overlapping

cases (ex: top left, center, bottom left, etc.)

Figure 10: RTPP Evaluation: Plant detec-

tion, localization, and tagging of overlapping

scene (week-7)

Figure 11: PlantCV Evaluation: Plant detec-

tion non-overlapping scene (week-2)

Figure 12: Image-based plant phenotyping -

Classification. Adapted from [25].

Table 3: Correlation coefficients (r2) of digital estimated measures and the ground truth plant

traits at harvest.

Digital Measures Ground Truth data

FW Height Leaf Area DW Plant Biomass Water Content

GLI 0.436* 0.0162 0.0723 0.507*** 0.36* 0.36*

SGR 0.57*** 0.0456 0.00054 0.451* 0.717*** 0.717***

VIGreen 0.358* 0.0762 0.17* 0.444* 0.294* 0.294*

RGR 0.356* 0.0787 0.171 0.444* 0.292* 0.292*

NExG 0.437* 0.015 0.0714 0.507*** 0.36* 0.36*

Chloroform 0.113* 0.383* 0.163* 0.0968 0.068 0.068

Nitrogen 0.115* 0.0361 0.138* 0.048 0.245* 0.245*
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5.2.3. Limitations and Future Enhancements391

It would be interesting to include geometric and non-geometric traits that392

compose of non-linear trends (Refer Figure 12). Such, non-linear functions re-393

quire more complex algorithms, that we aim to integrate into our phenotyping394

system next. Presently, we haven’t focused on these aspects. Also, in near fu-395

ture, we aim to improve our color-based segmentation algorithm to make the sys-396

tem generic for any color plants, i.e., non-green (Maroonish/Yellow/Brown/etc).397

As a part of our ongoing research work, we envision to improve the system fur-398

ther by integrating machine learning capabilities to compliment precision agri-399

cultural settings. Also, we plan to test the application framework with the400

stem-based plants as compared to the leaf plant done in our present study, i.e.,401

salad plant that has higher proportion of horizontal leaf surface. Further, mov-402

ing along with the predictions of different characteristics, we foresee to make403

the application more explainable/transparent to help the end-users/decision-404

makers to understand & interpret the prediction results made by the learned405

models - “Explainable Precision Agriculture Phenotyping”. Finally, it is also406

the need of the hour to provide a democratized intuitive user-friendly solution407

for catering larger audiences in general to harness the full potential of machine408

learning driven AI systems.409

6. Conclusions and Future Work410

Multi-plant image processing gets complex especially when the plants start411

overlapping. The existing systems fail in such scenarios, and only work well,412

only if the image position doesn’t change drastically, further assuming that the413

plants don’t overlap at all within the provided input frame. Our proposed phe-414

notype system overcomes these assumptions and limitations making it readily415

applicable to the real-world scenarios. The contributions of the article are aimed416

towards addressing the following objectives. 1) Color-based real-time plant de-417

tector for single/multi-plant frame inputs. 2) Computational approach address-418

ing touching/overlapping objects detection. 3) Robust phenotyping pipeline419
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capable of keeping up with the increasing amount of data acquired from high-420

dimensional imaging sensors, and measuring enhanced phenotypic crop traits.421

We designed, developed and deployed an end-to-end machine vision based high-422

throughput plant phenotyping system that enables quick identification of phe-423

notypic changes in plants that yield physical and biochemical information. Our424

RTPP tool provides an interactive and easy to use point-click GUI interface425

to process and analyze large-scaled data. With this framework one can esti-426

mate different vegetation indices, measure several phenotypic traits, track plant427

growth individually on a daily basis, which can also be then visualized with a428

dynamic dashboard reflecting the growth trends. Further, the visual features429

can be exported as numerical time-series data, that can be then used for any430

further processing or analysis. Because of the simple design and that handling431

of all the complexities at the back-end, it can be readily explored for different432

conditions (indoor, controlled growth chamber, greenhouses, cultivation plots,433

outdoor, etc.), and mainly used by anyone, i.e.,botanists, farmers, researchers,434

gardeners, etc. Different spectral indices and enhanced traits were successfully435

tested in agricultural settings with the developed tool. It would be interest-436

ing to further investigate different additional VI’s, and also aim to enhance the437

system framework by measuring additional information like no. of leaves, leaf438

diameter, leaf length, leaf angles, plant height, canopy diameter, etc. as a part439

of our future work. We also plan to extend the system to extract features from440

the multispectral data. As a part of the next phase, we aim to predict different441

characteristics in plants for making quick informed decision making inferences.442

Abbreviations443

CNC: computer numerical control; RGB: red, green and blue; HSV: hue, sat-444

uration, value; HSB: hue, saturation, brightness; CMYK: cyan magenta yellow445

black; ROI: region of interest; BB: bounding box; VI: vegetation index446
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